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About the Union of European Federalists
The Union of European Federalists (UEF):

• appeals to the European Council and the national governments of the member states, who now hold the power to
initiate the Convention in their hands, to immediately open up to reform and to initiate the process that, with the
support of the citizens, can lead to the creation of a federal, sovereign and democratic Europe;

• engages the national sections to campaign in their country, towards the government and parliamentary forces, to
support the launch of the Convention and the opening of the reform of the Treaties.
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Union of European Federalists (UEF)

Description:

The Union of European Federalists (UEF) is a pan-European, non-governmental political organisation dedicated to the
promotion of European political unity.

It was founded shortly after World War II, in the belief that only by uniting into a European Federation could the states
of Europe overcome the divisions of the past and ensure a future of peace and economic prosperity. Throughout the
past 70 years we have been a leading voice in the promotion of European unity and an early campaigner for key
milestones in the development of the European Communities and then the European Union.

Stakeholder(s):
European Union :
The Conference on the Future of Europe that ended on 9 May
made a number of important proposals with the aim of making
the EU more cohesive and inclusive, more democratic and more
effective in its policies and action.

European Parliament :
Some of these demands require a reform of the Treaties, in
particular to intervene on competences, decision-making mech-
anisms, the powers of the European Parliament and the possi-
bility of direct political control by citizens.

European Council :
For this reason, the European Parliament immediately adopted
a resolution calling on the European Council to immediately
open a European Convention to initiate the reform of the
Treaties, indicating a number of points raised by CoFoE on
which action should be taken in order to create a political
union.

UEF Partners

JEF Europe

European Movement International (EMI)

World Federalist Movement (WFM)

Spinelli Group :
The network of federalist-minded Members of the European
Parliament. The Group aims to “find a federal majority among
members of the European Parliament on important subjects”
and reinvigorate the endeavour for federalisation of the Euro-
pean Union (EU). Among the main objectives of the Group are

the commitment to the strengthening of European integration
and the desire to defend and relaunch the role of the European
Union institutions... The Group is composed of MEPs belonging
to different political families who pursue the objective of the
federal reform of the European Union.

Altiero Spinelli :
Named after Altiero Spinelli, founder of the Union of European
Federalists (UEF) and one of the founding father of the
European integration, the Spinelli Group was created in Sep-
tember 2010 in the European Parliament in Brussels by MEP
Guy Verhofstadt (RENEW), former MEPs Daniel Cohn-Bendit
and Sylvie Goulard, and former EP Vice President Isabelle
Durant.

Guy Verhofstadt :
(RENEW)

Daniel Cohn-Bendit :
former MEPs

Sylvie Goulard :
former MEPs

Isabelle Durant :
former EP Vice President

Sandro Gozi :
Sandro Gozi, MEP of the Renew Europe Group in the European
Parliament, is the current President of the Spinelli Group since
October 2022.
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Vision
Europe is prosperous and relevant

Mission
To promote European political unity

Values
Unity:

We believe that completing European economic and political unity is urgently required to ensure Europe’s economic
prosperity and relevance in a fast-changing world.

Prosperity

Relevance

Federalism:

As federalists we are critical of the slow-pace and small-steps policy that impedes progress towards a greater European
integration. We consider nationalism, Euro-scepticism and passive acceptance of division as Europe's worst enemies.

Democracy:

As federalists and voters we passionately call for a European democracy where European citizens - not just national
governments - determine the policies of European government.

Diversity:

The UEF promotes federalism as the optimum way to organise European unity in a way that is democratic and
effective while preserving the diversity of our European countries.
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Federation
Campaign for a federal Europe

Stakeholder(s)
Europe
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WE CAMPAIGN FOR A FEDERAL EUROPE!

1. Awareness

Raise awareness of European issues and the need for European political unity

We raise citizens' awareness of European issues and the need for European political unity through organised
campaigns, public debates, conferences in schools and universities, seminars, street actions and information
stands.

Stakeholder(s):
Citizens of Europe
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2. Project

Promote the European Federal Project

We promote the European Federal Project among political parties and politicians at local, national and European
levels through lobbying activities, public debates and initiatives in European, national and local parliaments.
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3. Unification

Call on national governments to act for a united and federal Europe

We call on national governments to act for a united and federal Europe with petitions, appeals and advocacy
activities directed towards decision-makers and opinion-leaders.

Stakeholder(s):
National Governments

Decision-Makers

Opinion-Leaders
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4. Debate

Contribute to the European debate with our publications, policy briefs, websites, newsletters and press releases

We contribute to the European debate with our publications, policy briefs, websites, newsletters and press
releases.
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5. Cooperation

Cooperate with other non-governmental and civil society organizations and platforms

We promote the need for European political unity as the response to different policy issues by cooperating with
other non-governmental and civil society organizations and platforms.

Stakeholder(s):
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Non-Governmental Organizations

Civil Society Organizations

Platforms
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6. Economics & Politics

Explain and promote federalism as the way to organise European economic and political unity

We engage against nationalists and Euro-sceptics and explain and promote federalism as the way to organise
European economic and political unity while preserving the diversity of European countries.
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